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Word cross free 2020 new word connection

Word Connect is another game that word puzzle lovers certainly go gaga for. It was developed by Word Connect Inc. where you will need to create words by pulling and linking one letter to another. Know your wordsU need to guess that at the beginning of the game they are really simple. They will greet
you with 3 letters of words that have 2-3 possible word combinations. All you have to do is scroll your finger or stylus on the screen and connect the letters accordingly. The blank cells above will be filled out if you have guessed the words correctly. It will be very easy to breeze past the first few levels of
the game, although some words can get tricky. Simple words can drag you and are easy to fly over our heads with how common they are. For example, you need to identify words that are made of 2 letters, such as Do and Go. At some point in the game, you can get stuck. There's no need to panic if you
have a chance at unknown words. If you need help, Word Connect has tips for you. It will give you a letter correctly installed in the cell and from there, you will have to guess the rest. Tips, however, cost coins that can be earned by clearing the level. I'm sure that won't be a problem because you can earn
enough during the easy rounds of the game. Your coins will only run out quickly if you use tips frequently, so think carefully before you decide to get help. Have fun with the lettersAil there are other game modes that you can play in addition to guessing and filling in blank cells. Word Connect also has
crossword mode and daily challenges where you can receive a bonus. Sometimes everyday challenges can leave an unforgettable mark on you because of how hard or challenging they are. If you ever like to go back to previous challenges, you can do so. You can also select and customize the theme of
the game, as well as with up to 15 the thes available. The game is still simple and easy to understand despite changes in its appearance, so you don't have to worry about being distracted from thoughts while playing. Good exercise on the brainTho are words we often forget because we don't use them
regularly, especially if they sound too complicated to use in casual conversation. Word Connect will at least help you remember words and learn those you didn't know. It's a very good game that's both in-person and fun. EducationalEasy to understand instructionsChallengingNon-intrusive musicRepetitive
gameplayNo unique conceptSmall bonus pointsFew game modes This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Do you enjoy the excitement of classic puns? Are you a true master of the puzzle game? DOWNLOAD Word Connect for free! Start your story about the word and enjoy



brainstorm NOW! Simply push blocks of letters and build words to collect coins! Find tips for saving crossword puzzles! DOWNLOAD Word Connect NOW to start brain training and become a word master! Time to find hidden words and build up as many words! Come and start the story of the word! What
makes Word Connect so special?• Addictive gameplay! Simply push the letters to build words! • Tone of words! 12396 levels fully waiting!• Different ways! You can choose between the usual mode, crossword mode and everyday challenge! Come and solve various puzzles!• Daily bonuses! Sign up every
day to play exciting daily puzzles to collect big bonuses!• Alternative themes! Up to 11 cool themes you can choose!• Vintage Style! Our wooden block graphics will bring back nostalgic childhood memories!• Hidden bonus! Additional words await being discovered! Find additional words to collect major
bonuses!• Play together! Ask family members and friends for help solving puzzles and sending coins to each other on Facebook!• No deadlines! You can use your time wisely to find new words in your own moment!• Level List! Do you want to check the previous levels? Return to the level list and play
again!• Offline mode! No wifi? Don't worry, you can play Word Connect anytime, anywhere even without a network connection!• More options! Supported on iPhone, iPad and iPod. Word Connect is an app designed to train your brain and learn new words while you're having fun. Share fun with your family
&amp; friends and enjoy Word Connect together! This year we will have a series of updates that bring you a better gaming experience! Get ready for a new word connect era and enjoy your own word story!- Subscribe to the weekly Word Club membership to unlock the following features in the game:1)
You will immediately receive 1700 coins, 2 tip amplifiers and 2 multi-tip amplifiers after your first subscription!2) Collect 150 coins When you log in daily3) Daily Bonus X24) 50% off on Booster5) Unlock access to all themes6) Ad-free in-game experience- The Word Club Weekly Membership costs $6.99 a
week to unlock the above features.- Payment will be charged to the iTunes Account at confirmation of purchase. Prices may vary by country. Actual money charged can also be converted into local currency based on iTunes account policy.- Subscription is automatically renewed unless the auto renewal is
turned off at least 24 hours before the end of the current period.- The account will be charged for renewal within 24 hours Before the current date i need to book the renewal price.- Subscriptions can be managed from the user, a auto-renewal can be turned off by going to the user account settings after
purchase.- Any unused portion of the free pass period, if offered, is unhealed when purchased on here publication, If necessary.- Tap Restore to restore your indivisible membership on your new device! For more information, see:Privacy Policy: https//zenjoy-res.tuanguwen.com/privacy/zenjoy.htmlTerms
of Use: Dec 17, 2020 Version Christmas! A new version of Word Connect!1 is available. The Christmas event is here! From 21 December to 27 December:- Decorate the Christmas tree to win tons of prizes!- Don't miss the exclusive package of the event! Check out the store for more awesome deals!2.
New features for teams!- Rankings are now available! You are competing with other teams from all over the world!- Team members will get rewards based on team tournaments!- You can now download the team leader position!3. Continue vomiting vocab skills with 300 new levels!4. Optimized
performance! Thanks for the support and have fun playing! Good game, but I just had to delete and reload because it stopped working and now I'm back to the lower level and without the chance to scramble the letters to get a better look at the word. I do not agree that some words are legitimate - the nose
is not in any English dictionary that I can find), and on the contrary, I find legitimate words such as worn rejected. I don't like using abbreviations like scathing and alt either. I like how the level of difficulty increases - not too fast or slow. A few months later, I still find words like dill, sumpa and divided are not
acceptable. How are those not words? And the repeated use of ala is just stupid. No one uses that word in English. At higher levels, I think that words that were once not acceptable as lice are now acceptable – or perhaps the game has changed. It still seems to me that certain words (lenses) are not
accepted, and that strange words - the Malay word susu, which few English speakers know - appear. They started allowing plurals, but only sometimes, which is confusing. And continue to have words (I can't remember any currently) that have the NO dictionary definition I can find. The game keeps me
busy when I need a distraction. However, it needs some bugs to be worked out and the changes that would be made if my game were to change. It's very annoying when you've tried a word that's not correct many times, but when you decide again, because your brain is dead and you're out of options...
It's a word that works. That's a mistake or a mistake I was thinking about. As regards change; either change the daily challenge where it is stated that you can or will win a big bonus. It's small and limited. Why indicate on the daily bonus a point system for the length of each word? You don't get the points
listed for these words, you only get 10/20 points. This is disappointing and misleading. Why aim for the best points when the smaller one is the same? Now, I understand that this game is for ages 4 and up so review that I read the complaint about it that it is not demanding enough, just find something else
and go on. Not everyone will be on the same level. However, I have played long enough that the game has really asked if I am ready for more challenging puzzles. I'm an intelligent person who now has trouble losing words like me. I don't even remember what to say when I try to talk about the couch, so
I'm going to explain what I'm talking about until my brain finds the word couch. (just example) so this new chapter is great and hopefully it helps me. I've been playing this game every day for over a year. The first time I gave him 5 stars, it was great at first! Now the developers have changed it in a not
good way. A year ago you had things like a daily bonus that gave you 80 to 999 points or a hint of coins. Today, the daily challenge is less than 200 coins. The cost of buying extra coins has become ridiculous. I stopped buying them a long time ago. Then, the screen point scale for word-solving and
everyday challenges has never been shown. Now, no matter how big or heavy a word you can see, you will receive only 40 points The words have become so funny and inaudible that even the internal dictionary applications can't find them. Word puzzle choices and daily selections simply started
repeating again from those a year ago in the beginning. For example, a word that was approved in the same puzzle last week is not allowed on the same puzzle selection of words this week. I would pay for new levels, new choices or word upgrades, but I don't want to pay for the challenge of coins, I
wouldn't pay the developer to give up putting ads on the product. You had the best word game on the market. What happened? Developer, ZenLife Games Pte. Ltd., it is stated that in-app privacy practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy
policy. To track, you can track through apps and websites owned by other companies: This information may be collected and linked to your identity: This information may be collected but not related to your identity: Privacy Usage Data Diagnostics identifiers may vary, for example, depending on the
features you use or age. More Developer App Support Privacy Policy
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